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The Great Wall of China is a magnificent 
engineering feat, and a sobering lesson about 
constraints. The first impression is just how 
massive it is. The second is the sense of purpose 
required to build the 5500-mile long project, 
constructed over a 2000-year span. It took time 
for the most profound fact to penetrate my 
consciousness. One million people died 
constructing the wall. Incorporated in the 
masonry like any block of stone, they rest in 
what many call the "longest cemetery in the 
world."   

 The historians can ponder the subject, but the 
wall was effective against small groups of Mongolian raiders, and provided little return on investment.  

America is preparing to build a wall on the southern border. The objective is to manage the flow of 
people and protect our assets from criminals. Given today's technology, it could be effective. The 
premise is little different from locking our doors at night, or bedding down in the comfort of Hollywood, 
itself a city of walls and gates. Granted, the humanitarian issues are pervasive. (See Page 5). 
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I have used the Great Wall to set the stage for this newsletter, but the subject is "constraints."  

Theory of Constraints 
 

Everything we do, as humans, involves overcoming constraints. Starting in childhood, these may be 
authoritarian and then expand to include resource availability, time, and the willingness of others to 
either help or throw roadblocks in the pathway. In our society, it is important to understand that time is 
money. The greater the output of product in a given amount of time, the lower the cost and the greater 
the potential profit. 

 Dr. Eliyahu M. Goldratt developed a management paradigm titled "The Theory of Constraints," where a 
number of barriers of different sizes prevent the smooth and rapid flow of throughput, be it water, 
product, ideas or innovation. Eliminating the largest obstacle increases the flow to the next constraint. 
The elimination of all barriers to flow introduces the macro issue of product demand, and the effects of 
competition. 

Eliminating every constraint to flow is useless if we forget these variables. 

1. The speed of throughput must not exceed the ability to make/do it right. Never sacrifice quality 
on the altar of speed. Making junk faster is a losing strategy. The graveyard of business is 
stacked high with persons/companies that thought they could violate this principle. 

2. The second rule is that nature creates fierce competition for every resource. The greatest 
obstacle we encounter is apathy or lack of attention to competition. Competitors build obstacles 
to protect their marketplace while finding a way to take our customers and/or money. Sports 
provide a great analogy to life. There are winners and losers, both must play defense and 
offense, both must pay attention to detail. Any distraction, for even a moment, may result in 
failure. 

3. There is always a controlling bureaucracy - a parent, employer, or governmental entity. They 
control the size and nature of the constraints through policy and enforcement. Bureaucracies 
may be enabling or controlling, putting up barriers to get their desired results, not yours. Often, 
competing bureaucracies result in deadlocked systems. 

4. Some bureaucratic powers are competing, sometimes illegitimate (having no authority by law), 
but able to throw huge constraints in the path of legitimate authority. 

Transformation from producer to consumer society 
 

Prior to globalization, America was a very rich producer economy. Products flowed from our factory 
system to the farthest reaches of the world. In less than a historical heartbeat, we knowingly shipped 
production and jobs offshore in the name of globalization. The important point is that production makes 
money, and consumption spends it. We became a consumer society, dependent on China, Japan and 
other countries to provide our goods, and they happily put the profits in their pockets. Computer 
technology allowed us to build a vibrant service economy. 
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No longer in need of factory workers, high schools eliminated shop classes, the vestiges of the now 
forgotten factory system. Students who once learned how to use tools and gain production skills now 
concentrated in computer labs. 

Success in our service society requires advanced education. Every student was/is encouraged to get a 
minimum of an undergraduate degree and preferably a master's degree. Vocational / technical schools 
were/are degraded in the minds of parents and students. The problem was that job formation in the 
service sector failed to reach expectations. Many of these jobs are performed more cheaply by other 
entities in the global economy. We now have a highly educated work force with declining opportunities.  

America experienced eight years of very slow job and economic gain. Here are a few facts. Source- 
http://www.usdebtclock.org/. 

Gross Domestic Product     18.9 trillion dollars 
 
National debt       20.0 trillion dollars 
Trade deficit         734 billion dollars/year 
Student loan debt          1.4 trillion dollars 
 
Population of the United States 324.4 million 
Living in poverty      42.7 million 
Food deprived       42.6 million 

Manufacturing jobs Year 2000     17.3 million 

Manufacturing jobs - Now     12.3 million 

These represent failed systems that turned into constraints for building a competitive America.  

The Fourth Industrial Revolution 
 

Every world society is experiencing transformative change. The digital disruption and massive reordering 
of our society are real. The foundations for change are extreme automation. Technology will replace 
every economically feasible activity. The digital transformation is exponential. The Internet of Things 
allows connectedness of unimagined dimensions, but with a proportionate loss of privacy. Our data 
clones, multiplied numerous times in the data oceans, are used for and against us in unimaginable ways.  

America and our global competitors have programs to take advantage of the digital disruption. At the 
end of the process, there will be significant winners and losers. If America fails to lead and capitalize on 
this revolution, I believe we are destined to fade into the history of mediocrity. Our children and 
grandchildren will watch from the sidelines as other countries count their riches while they count their 
debt. 

In my opinion, the Obama administration left us unprepared to take advantage of the paradigm shift. 
Americans made the decision, via the ballot box, to participate in the free-market system and reap the 
benefits of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. They want the American rebirth of manufacturing, and the 
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jobs and benefits it will provide. Those persons reading the numbers on Page 3, who still believe this 
election was about race, bigotry, misogyny, etc. are delusional. It was about economic change. 

The election of a federal government dedicated to enabling business eliminated the first constraint to 
rebuilding a competitive America. I happily shifted my efforts to a deep dive into digital disruption and 
analyzing how it will affect business enterprises, welcoming the opportunity to update my business 
publications.  

I advocate for STEM education and the new high paying jobs as a pathway to building success in the 
intercity and poor rural populations. Our society, including the last administration, has broken every 
promise to these demographics. STEM jobs in the Fourth Industrial system offer a way out and machines 
and automation are forever colorblind. 

Content in my studies, the first constraint, government, suddenly became a wall, not a solution. It was 
time to speak out again. 

The Constraint that will not go away 
 

Americans normally accept the results of our national elections, and the transfer of power is relatively 
smooth. This presidential election has proven to be traumatic and divisive, putting the Republic in 
danger during the transition from one party to the next. While presumptuous on my part, I think the 
Republican and Democratic parties perished in the rancor and flames of a powerful reshuffle manifested 
by the election results. The new competing parties are status quo vs. change agents.  

Some citizens are unable to get over the loss of the presumed and preplanned coronation of Hillary 
Clinton. The people voted for change, and the Clinton and Obama backers rebelled.  

While complaining about a border wall, they have erected the biggest wall in American history. They use 
it to block the confirmation of people critically needed to operate the government. They are 
constraining governance, creating verbal conflict, threatening lawsuits and stopping needed legislation. 
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A grid locked government is unable to deal with the transformation sweeping "everything." People 
normally only care about issues affecting their daily lives. Today, many citizens believe they have lost 
control over the forces controlling how they live, work and raise their families, and Washington is the 
problem not the solution. 

Following are two social obstacles that need immediate attention.  

Social obstacle one -The real immigrant problem 
 

I have been to the border, and driven the very dangerous road across northern Mexico. We Americans 
need to get something clear. The real immigration issue is not the wall. It is the failure of our 
government to comprehensibly deal with the issue. The root cause of the fiasco was a commitment 
made by candidate Barack Obama to the Latino community in 2008. He promised a comprehensive 
immigration bill, including a pathway to citizenship. Even with a majority in the Senate and House, the 
president reneged on his promise. 

Running for office a second time in 2012, faced with the potential loss of Latino voters and a recalcitrant 
Republican majority in the House, Obama issued a directive, not technically an executive order, through 
then-Secretary of Home Land Security, Janet Napolitano. Dated June 15, 2012, she issued the "Dream 
Act," providing a pathway for the children of immigrants born in America and those brought here as 
young children. Technically, it was a directive to ignore current laws in contrast to alternate legislation, 
providing permanent legal status. Following the election, he made little effort to follow up on his 
promise, making it possible for the next president to reverse the directive. 

These issues are fixable if congress would do their job. The problem is not President Trump's border 
enforcement or the wall, because he is responsible for law enforcement and the safety of the people. 

The key issues are  resolving the legal status of the dreamers, and those who are law abiding but here 
illegally. Failure to take care of these issues amounts to extreme and inhumane cruelty. Their fear of 
being exported is real and unnecessary. Our failure to put unrelenting pressure on the legislators makes 
us all guilty of contributing to the situation. 

The Dream children are Americans. It makes little difference if they were born here or brought here as 

children. This is their home. Keep our commitment and give them a rapid pathway to citizenship. 

They have suffered enough. 

For those illegally here, but abiding by our laws, create a guest worker program like the one every other 
country has. They should be ineligible for citizenship, but live in the light as free humans instead of 
hunted animals. 
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Social obstacle two - The Health care constraint 
 

While legislators are fighting with each other, the health care problem is festering. The citizens of this 
country have the right to expect those we elect, of both parties, to fix this problem. Real people are 
getting hurt everyday while Washington plays politics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obviously, the best way to build a solvent health care system is constructing a healthy economic system 
where employers can provide benefits. Without making the Fourth Industrial Revolution an American 
reality, the jobs ARE NOT GOING TO BE THERE. 

As the country expands economically, our shared values make it imperative to fix the health care 
system. While technically not a right, health care is a measurement of our success and commitment as 
an advanced society. Tell your legislators to stop playing politics and get the job done. 
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Social obstacle three - Past President Obama 
 

Past President Obama needs to let President Trump run the country. It is fine to be the voice of the 
opposition but not if he reaches into resources in the current government to influence events. America 
can have only one president and government at a time. 

The constraints we should be addressing 
 

There are enormous issues preventing America from succeeding in the new economy. We need to 
address each one as both an opportunity and a constraint. These include: 

 

I had to think about these issues, weight the importance, and provide a priority. I invite you to take a 
few minutes and think about how much better off we would be if they were fixed or if we were taking 
advantage of the opportunities. Prioritize the constraints that prevent progress towards positive goals.  
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Please note the intentional absence of environmental issues on the list. I grew up in a 2nd Industrial 
Revolution environment, and in later years discovered the river we fished and swam in was polluted 
with many toxic chemicals, and unprotected pumping equipment drained oil onto the water. 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution must be super green. Like quality, environmental integrity is baked into 
every premise. Many of our global competitors put economic output before our biosphere and can 
produce more cheaply. America will build a responsible manufacturing system, and that is one reason 
we must win. Consumers will choose a dirty or clean world. Each purchase of product from a polluting 
factory is a statement of true priorities. Actions always speak louder than words.  

Our global competitors could not be happier, watching us fighting among ourselves. They know that 
united, we are a very smart and formidable competitor. A preoccupied America will fail to make the cut 
in the digital disruption and Fourth Industrial Revolution. There is much work to do and multiple 
constraints to our collective success. We cannot win this global competition by fighting with each other. 

The Chinese maintained purpose, building a huge wall. Do we have the sense of purpose to build a 
powerhouse America?  
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